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From primary and secondary food processing to packing, cold 
storage, and any process in-between, Majestic is committed 
to protecting those who work in the food processing industry. 
We intensify safety standards by providing reliable and quality 
personal protective equipment for the roughest work conditions.
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35-2501
KorPlex knit.
Sanitized® Actifresh coating.
FDA 21 CFR 177.250 certified
CE 5 / ANSI A3 cut resistance.

3240
11 MIL nitrile glove.
Unlined.
Chemical, snag, puncture and abrasion resistant.
Raised diamond pattern for improved grip.

3352AB
Super grip disposable gloves.
Powder free nitrile glove with fish scale palm pattern.
Excellent grip in dry and oily environments.
Strong for improved life.
Chemical resistant.

35-7465
KorPlex knit.
Premium breathable foam nitrile palm coating.
High cut resistance & reinforced thumb crotch.
Touch screen capable.
CE C / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

APPLICATIONS

Primary cutting, 

deboning, and skinning 

Shelling nuts and milling 

grain 

Raw food inspection, 

handling, and cleaning

USER NEEDS 

Users require gloves that 

provide cut resistance 

with considerable 

dexterity and tactility 

while offering exceptional 

grip in dry, wet and oily 

conditions.

PRIMARY PROCESSING

KORPLEX

KORPLEX
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35-5675
KorPlex™ knit.
Sandy nitrile palm coating for superior durability.
Back of hand and full finger impact protection.
Reinforced thumb crotch and touch screen capable.
CE F / ANSI A6 cut resistance.

3430B
13-gauge knit Dupont Themalite® hollow core fiber.
Wicks moisture from skin for improved warmth.
Also available in white: 3430

3352
19 MIL latex glove.
Canners style.
Unlined.
Raised diamond pattern for improved grip.

APPLICATIONS

Further cutting and 

grinding 

Fermenting and 

marinating 

Baking, freezing, boiling, 

and roasting

USER NEEDS 

Further processing 

requires cut protection 

while providing excellent 

abrasion and liquid 

resistance.

35-2501
KorPlex knit.
Sanitized® Actifresh coating.
FDA 21 CFR 177.250 certified.
CE 5 / ANSI A3 cut resistance.

FURTHER PROCESSING

KORPLEX

KORPLEX
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3276AO
Super grip disposable gloves.
Powder free nitrile glove with fish scale palm pattern.
Excellent grip in dry and oily environments.
Strong for improved life.
6 MIL and chemical resistant.

3300IF
14 MIL latex glove.
Canners style.
Unlined.
Raised diamond pattern for improved grip.
FDA approved.

3352
19 MIL latex glove.
Canners style.
Unlined.
Raised diamond pattern for improved grip.

35-7465
KorPlex knit.
Premium breathable foam nitrile palm coating.
High cut resistance & reinforced thumb crotch.
Touch screen capable.
CE C / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

APPLICATIONS

Assembling containers 

and packaging 

Placing food product 

into the appropriate 

containers 

Sealing, labeling, and 

stacking containers

USER NEEDS 

Users require gloves that 

provide protection against 

cuts and liquid while 

maintaining excellent grip 

in wet and dry conditions.

PACKING

KORPLEX
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3396HY
Heavyweight napped terry knit.
Foam latex palm coating for excellent grip.
Acrylic liner. 
Also available in orange and black.
CE 2 / ANSI A2 cut resistance.

3228HYT
High visibility SuperDex Knit.
Foam nitrile palm coating.
Insulated brushed 10-gauge acrylic liner.
Ultimate dexterity and grip.

3398DLO
15-gauge nylon shell.
Sandy latex palm over closed cell latex dip.
10-gauge brushed acrylic liner.
Waterproof winter/freezer glove.
Exceptional liquid resistance and grip.

2145HYH
Armor Skin™ synthetic leather palm with padding.
100 gram Heatlok™ lined.
Waterproof.
Neoprene knuckle and silver reflective piping.
High visibility yellow knit back.

APPLICATIONS

Controlling machines 

and processes 

Packing meats, raw 

materials, and containers 

in freezers 

Wrapping, stacking, and 

palletizing product

USER NEEDS 

Personal protection needs 

include protection against 

extreme cold as well 

as liquid and abrasion 

resistance.

COLD STORAGE

SUPERDEX
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3237AL
SuperDex knit shell.
3/4 dip black micro crinkle latex over full dip foam latex.
Exceptional liquid resistance and grip.
Antifungal treated liner.
Comfortable fit.

3352AG
Super grip disposable gloves.
Powder free nitrile glove with fish scale palm pattern.
Excellent grip in dry and oily environments.
Strong for improved life.
Chemical resistant.

3247
15 MIL nitrile glove.
Unlined.
Chemical, snag, puncture and abrasion resistant.
Raised diamond pattern for improved grip.

3227
Kevlar® knit.
Foam nitrile palm coating.
Contact heat resistance.
CE 3 / ANSI A2 cut resistance.

APPLICATIONS

Operating cleaning 

equipment 

Disinfection and 

sanitation of facilities and 

equipment 

Equipment inspection, 

maintenance, and care

USER NEEDS 

Sanitation workers 

expect hand protection 

to withstand the various 

chemicals and abrasive 

surfaces while protecting 

against cuts, punctures, 

and liquid.

SANITATION & MAINTENANCE

SUPERDEX
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35-5675
KorPlex™ knit.
Sandy nitrile palm coating for superior durability.
Back of hand and full finger impact protection.
Reinforced thumb crotch and touch screen capable.
CE F / ANSI A6 cut resistance.

30-1000
SuperDex knit.
Premium foam nitrile palm coating for great dry & oily grip. 
Super grip & abrasion resistance. 
Cool & comfortable fit.
Antimicrobial treated & EN407 Contact Heat rating 1

3273BK
Industrial grade black nitrile disposable gloves.
Textured for added grip.
4 MIL and powder free.
FFDCA and USDA compliant.
Standard length with rolled cuff.

2139BK
Armor Skin™ synthetic leather palm.
PVC reinforced double padded palm and fingertips.
Black strech knit back.
Neoprene knuckle.

SUPERDEX

MULTI-PROCESS

KORPLEX
APPLICATIONS 

From the assembly 

line to the freezers and 

everywhere in between, 

workers in the food 

processing industry 

encounter endless 

hazards in the work they 

perform. However, many 

sources of injury can be 

prevented by selecting 

the right personal 

protective equipment. 

Majestic is dedicated to 

intensifying your safety 

standards and protecting 

what matters most. 

From cuts & lacerations, 

to liquids & chemicals 

and low visibility, our 

multi-process section of 

PPE will equip you with 

protection from a variety 

of general hazards. 
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MULTI-PROCESS

75-3201/75-3202
High visibility mesh safety vest.
Excellent for applications requiring added visibility.
2” reflective striping.
One inside chest pocket and two inside waist pockets.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 2, Type R Standard.

75-3243/75-3244
High visibility mesh back safety vest.
Contrasting DOT Striping.
7 pockets, including ID badge holder.
Heavy duty zipper closure and radio tabs.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 2, Type R Standard.

75-2351/75-2352
High visibility rain pants.
Unlined.
Matches any of our high visibility jackets.
2” reflective striping at the bottom of the pant legs.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class E Standard.

75-1313/75-1314
High visibility black bottom bomber.
Fixed quilted liner.
PU coated polyester with fully taped seams.
3 pockets and elastic waist, wrist, and collar.
Meets ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 3, Type R Standard.

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015

Low visibility is a serious 
hazard for all workers who 
perform tasks near moving 
equipment. High visibility 
apparel by Majestic boldly 
intensifies worker visibility 
and safety.

Performance Standards

Class 2 provides moderate 
protection with distance 
detection & identification, 
and moderate conspicuity 
performance. This 
reflective clothing is 
suggested for workers who 
are near heavy machinery 
or traffic between speeds 
of 25-50 mph.

Class 3 offers the highest 
level of conspicuity with 
greater visibility to the 
wearer in both complex 
backgrounds and through 
a full range of body 
movements. This reflective 
clothing is suggested for 
workers who are near 
heavy machinery or traffic 
in excess of 50 mph.
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MULTI-PROCESS

85-1000
Crosswind Safety Glasses
Lightweight wraparound frame with anti-scratch lens.
Bulk packaging.
Available in anti-fog and multiple colors.

85-2010
Wrecker Safety Glasses 
Wraparound frame with anti-scratch lens,
Soft padded nose piece.
Includes adjustable neck cord.
Available in EN Premium anti-fog and multiple colors.

85-7015
Riot Shield Safety Glasses
Wraparound frame with anti-scratch lens.
Quick release interchangable temples with elastic strap.
EN Premium anti-fog treatment.
Available in multiple colors.

85-1010
Crosswind Ultra Lite Safety Glasses 
Ultra lightweight wraparound frame & anti-scratch lens,
Only 16 grams.
Vented temples.
Available in anti-fog and multiple colors.

PROTECTIVE
EYEWEAR

Majestic's protective eyewear 
provides the safety, comfort, 
and fit you need to get the 
job done!

All of Majestic's protective 
eyewear include these 
essential features:

Meets ANSI Z87.1+: The 
American National Standard 
Institute establishes 
performance criteria and 
testing requirements for eye 
protection. Majestic’s protective 
eyewear meets and exceeds 
these established standards. 

99.9% UVA/UVB Protection: 
Ultra violet light can cause 
severe eye damage over time. 
Majestic’s protective eyewear 
blocks 99.9% of harmful UVA 
and UVB rays.

Hard Coated: Properly coated 
lenses can have a significant 
impact on the performance and 
clarity of protective eyewear. 
Majestic’s hard coated, anti-
scratch treatment helps protect 
lenses from damage and 
maintains the clarity you expect 
from your eyewear.
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MULTI-PROCESS

87-1105/87-1155
Cap style hard hat with 4 or 6-point suspension.
Provides head and impact protection in the workplace.
Tough, lightweight, and low-profile.
Meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1, Type I, Class E&G requirements.
Available in yellow, orange, blue, white, and red.

3147-24
Ringspun Dyneema® knit 24” sleeve.
Resistant to snagging and tears.
Vents heat to remain cool.
Available in multiple lengths with or without thumbhole.
CE 5 / ANSI A4 cut resistance.

8220/8221
Premium quality PVC boot.
Chemical resistant and waterproof.
Lined for easy on and off with a steel shank for support.
Agressive cleated sole for increased traction.
Available with or without steel toe.

87-1255
Full brim style hard hat with 6-point suspension.
Provides head and impact protection in the workplace.
Tough, lightweight, and low-profile.
Meets ANSI/ISEA Z89.1, Type I, Class E&G requirements.
Available in yellow, orange, blue, white, and red.

HERE

Make safety 
personal 

with product 
customization! 

Personalization processes 

include:

 Screen Print

 Pad Print 

 Full Color Heat Transfer

 Reflective Heat Transfer

 Leather Branding 

 Embroidery &

     Embroidered Patches

 Fire Resistant

     Embroidery & Screen

     Printing 



YOUR SAFETY STANDARDS
INTENSIFY

Majestic is committed 

to your safety. We 

provide reliable and 

quality personal 

protective equipment 

for the roughest work 

conditions. By combining 

the quality of traditional 

craftsmanship with the 

latest technological and 

material advancements, 

Majestic delivers 

safety equipment 

and apparel that 

exceeds performance 

expectations so you can 

get the job done. 





Majestic Glove
2510 W. Casino Rd.
Everett, WA 98204 

P: 800-367-4568
F: 425-407-1030
orders@majesticglove.com
majesticglove.com


